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One particle equations for many particle
quantum systems : the MCTHDF method

Claude BARDOS!,
and Norbert J. MAUSER†

January 17, 2009

Abstract

This contribution is devoted to the mathematical analysis of more
or less sophisticated approximations of the time evolution of systems of
N quantum particles. New results for the Multiconfiguration Time De-
pendent Hartree Fock (MCTDHF) method (which cover the material of
the talk given by the first author at the “Non linear waves conference in
honor of Walter Strauss”) are summarized and compared with the simpler
Hartree and Hartree Fock equations.

1 Introduction, Hartree and Hartree Fock Ansatz

We deal with several types of approximations of the time dependent linear N
particle Schrödinger equation. The main emphasis is put on the so called Mul-
ticonfiguration Time Dependent Hartee Fock (MCTDHF) equations, where we
give a survey of recent results for the existence of unique solutions obtained in
collaboration with I. Catto and S. Trabelsi [2, 3]. Also, we recall the simpler
Hartree and Hartree-Fock approximations.

The starting point is the linear Schrödinger equation for the many body
wavefunction !(XN , t) with XN = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ! R3N :

i!!t! =
!2

2

!

1!i!N

Hxi! +
!

1!j,k!N

V N (|xj " xk|)! = HN! , (1)

with some initial wave function !(XN , t = 0) and the “one particle” Hamilto-
nian

Hx = "1
2
"x + V(t, x) . (2)

!Laboratoire J.-L. Lions, Case 187, F75252 Paris Cedex 05 and Wolfgang Pauli Inst. c/o
Inst. f. Mathematik, Univ. Wien, Strudlhofg. 4, A–1090 Wien (claude.bardos@gmail.com).

†Wolfgang Pauli Inst. c/o Inst. f. Mathematik, Univ. Wien, Strudlhofg. 4, A–1090 Wien,
(mauser@courant.nyu.edu).
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The external potential V and the interaction potential V N (which may depend
on N) are real which makes the Hamiltonians (essentially) self-adjoint and there-
fore conservation of energy and mass hold.
We normalize

"
R3N |!(XN , t)|2dX = 1.

The quantum particles are assumed to be either “bosons” , i.e. ! is totally
symmetric with respect to its arguments) or “fermions (totally antisymmetric
!), a property which is obviously compatible with the flow defined by (1) (2).

In virtually all applications, however, the linear N body equation has to be
reduced to (systems of) nonlinear “e#ective one particle equations”, typically
using an “ansatz” where ! is replaced by products of one particle wavefunc-
tions. Best known are the Hartree equation (Schrödinger-Poisson in 3-d) as
the simplest case describing Bose Einstein condensates and the Hartree-Fock
equation as a simple model for fermions.

In the sequel “one particle” wave functions "(x, t) depending on the variable
x ! R3 are called “orbitals”. Any Hilbert basis "k(x) of L2(R3) generates an
Hilbert basis of L2

S(R3N ), the space of symmetrized L2 functions and L2
"(R3N ),

the space of antisymmetrized L2 functions. For bosons the “Hartree ansatz”
yields the symmetrized basis elements

$!(XN ) =
!

s#S

1#
N !

#

1!i!N

"!(s(i))(xi) (3)

with # being a map from {1, 2, . . . , N} with value in N and S being the set of all
permutations of {1, 2, . . . , N}. The particular elements of the form of a product
of the same wavefunction at N di#erent positions

#

1!i!N

"(xi)

represent Bose Einstein condensates.
For fermions, with the set # ! %N of strictly increasing maps from {1, 2, . . . , N}
with value in N (i.e. #(1) < #(2) < ... < #(N)), the basis elements are the Slater
determinants given by

$!(XN ) =
1#
N !

det "!(j)(xi) (4)

Any Hilbert basis "i(x) is transformed in an Hilbert basis "i(x, t) under the
action of the “free flow”

e$it !
2 H

and in the absence of interaction (V = 0) any function of the form (3) or (4)
with time dependent "!(k)(xi, t) solutions of the “free equation:”

i!!t"!(k)(x, t) =
!2

2
Hx"!(k)(x, t) (5)

is an exact solution of (1) and (2) . Hence the name “orbitals”.
The evolution of any “pure state” wave function !(XN , t) is equivalent to the
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evolution of the projector PN (t) = !(XN , t)$!(YN , t) and more generally for
mixed states the density operator DN (0) (self adjoint positive operator of trace
class with trace equal to 1) evolves according to the von Neumann operator
equation :

i!!tDN (t) = [HN , DN (t)] . (6)

It is natural to introduce the n particle “density matrix” as the partial trace for
n % N which in term of the kernel of the operator is given by:

[DN (t)]:n(Xn, Yn) =
$

(R3)N!n

DN (t)(x1, x2, . . . , xn, zn+1, . . . , zN ,

y1 ,y2, . . . , yn, zn+1, . . . , zN )dzn+1, . . . , dzN . (7)

Using the reduced density matrices for n = 1 up to n = N a hierarchy of
equations is build up, the BGGKY hierarchy.

For deriving one-particle equations the main mathematical steps are:
1 For large N replace the original N particle dynamics by simpler quantum

dynamics with less microscopic information.
2 Consider the asymptotics N & ' and ! & 0 simultaneously, converging

towards the classical Vlasov dynamics.
3 In the above process consider potentials with singular interactions includ-

ing in particular the Coulomb potential.
Recently remarkable success has been achieved for the point 1 in the mean

field regime where the potential felt by one particle is given by an average
potential generated by the particle density in a “weak coupling scaling” i.e.

VN (r) =
1
N

ṼN . (8)

The two important examples for ṼN are the case where it is constant and the
case where it is a “delta sequence”.

The first class of results concerns bosons in “condensed states”

DN (0) =
#

1!i!N

$(xi, yi, 0) = (for pure states)
#

1!i!N

"(xi, 0)$ "(yi, 0) . (9)

The first marginal [DN (t)]:1(x, y, t) = $(x, y, t) = "(x, t) $ "(y, t) converges to
the solution the Hartree equation

i!!t" = H" + (
$

R3
V (|x" z|)|"(z)|2dz)"(x) (10)

or

i!!t$ = [H, $] + [V1,2, $(x1, y1, t)$ $(x2, y2, t)]:1, (11)

where V1,2 is the operator of multiplication by V (|x1" x2|). The way to obtain
such results with bounded potential was sketched by Spohn [39] and elaborated
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by the authors together with Golse in [7] where the method is clearly introduced:
setting up of the BGGKY hierarchy, passing to the limit as N & ' , proving
uniqueness of the limit (which turns out to be technically the hardest part).
Their result was extended to Coulomb like potentials (leading in particular to
the Schrödinger-Poisson equation) by Erdos and Yau [18] under the hypothesis
that the initial energy is bounded. This hypothesis has been removed recently
by Fröhlich, Knowles and Schwartz [19].
The case of an N-dependent potential converging to a Dirac distribution leads
to the derivation of the cubic non linear Schrödinger equation and was treated
by Erdos, Yau and Schlein [17] for initial data with finite energy, thus deriving
the Gross-Pitaeskii equation that models Bose Einstein Condensates for which
the “Hartree” product ansatz of N times the same wavefunction is appropriate.

For fermions the Hartree Fock ansatz based on a Slater determinant is ap-
propriate for initial data without correlation :

!(XN , 0) =
1#
N !

det "i(xj) , 1 % i, j % N . (12)

The mean field limit for the time dependent Hartree Fock equation is more
subtle than for the Hartree case because one has (Bardos, Golse, Gottlieb and
Mauser [5] :

DN :1(0) = [!(XN , 0)$!(XN , 0)]:1 =
1
N

!

1!i!N

"i(x, 0)$ "i(y, 0) (13)

and therefore DN :1(t) goes to zero with N &' in the operator norm. On the
other hand its trace norm remains equal to 1 and therefore one can consider
approximations FN (t) with the following properties

||FN (t)||Trace = ||FN (t)||Trace = 1 , lim
N%0

||DN :1(t)" FN (t)||Trace = 0 . (14)

As observed in Bardos, Golse, Gottlieb and Mauser [5] and in Knowles and
Fröhlich [20] this point of view shares similarities with the high frequencies
approximation of oscillating solutions and in particular with the statement of
Egorov theorem. The Hartree Fock equation (written in terms of the density
matrix)

i!!tFN (x, y, t) = HxFN (x, y, t)"HyFN (x, y, t)

+
$

R3
z

(V (|x" z|)" V (|y " z|))FN (x, z, z)dzFN (x, y, t)

"
$

R3
z

(V (|x" z|)" V (|y " z|))FN (x, z, t)FN (z, y, t)dz (15)

provides a time dependent approximation that satisfies (14). The analysis of
TDHF was given e.g. in [32] and [33], results on its derivation were first proved
for bounded potential in [5, 6] and for Coulomb like potentials in [20].
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Remark 1.1 The mean field limit is much more adapted to the description
of bosons than to the description of fermions with their additional “exchange
interaction”. This corresponds to a big loss of information in the second case.
More precisely for bounded potential one has for the exchange term the estimate

||
$

R3
z

(V (|x" z|)" V (|y " z|))FN (x, z, t)FN (z, y, t)dz||Trace

% 2||V ||L" ||FN ||Trace||FN ||Op %
2
N
||V ||L" (16)

and therefore the Hartree Fock ansatz is asymptotically not better w.r.t. (14)
than the Hartree ansatz.
Finally, if the initial density is bounded in energy norm:

||("")FN (0)||Trace % C independent of N .

Using Lieb-Thirring type inequalities one has also (even for Coulomb like po-
tentials)

lim
N%&

||
$

R3
z

(V (|x" z|)" V (|y " z|))FN (x, z, z)dzFN (x, y, t)||Trace = 0 (17)

and therefore the limit does not retain any interaction properties of the initial
system and the weak coupling scaling the free evolution is left.

In the simultaneous limit N &' and ! & 0, using a phase space description
via the Wigner transform of DN,!:1 we can obtain Vlasov type equations :

!tf(x, %, t) + % ·(xf(x, %, t)

"
%
(xV +

$

R3
y'R3

!

(xV (|x" y|)f(y, %(, t)d%(dy
&
·("f(x, %, t) = 0 (18)

which can be also derived as the limit for N & ' of Hamiltonian equation of
motion of N classical particles:

dtxi = %i , (19)

dt%i = "(V(xi)"
1
N

!

1!i<j!N

(xiV (|xi " xj |) . (20)

The rigorous derivations run into serious di&culties when the potentials are
singular. First results where due to Neunzert [38] and Braun and Hepp [10]
with C2 potentials. To the best of our knowledge the most refined present
results are due Hauray and Jabin [28](potentials behaving like |x|$# , & < 1 are
treated with an “averaged ” notion of convergence).

In agreement with this observation results for N & 0 and ! & 0 are obtained
only with extra assumptions of regularity and boundedness.

With the special scaling ! ) N$ 1
3 the Vlasov dynamic (18) was recovered

from the Hartree case (bosons with factorized initial data) by Narnhofer and
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Sewell [37] with analytic potential and then later by Spohn [40] for C2 potentials
(cf also Golse [25] for a proof using Wasserstein distance). Observe that the
Vlasov equation as a model of classical statistical mechanics cannot exhibit a
di#erence between bosons and fermions and in agreement with the remark 1.1
Elgart Erdos Schlein and Yau have shown [15] (under technical hypothesis as
analyticity of the potential and short time) that for fermions in the scaling
! ) N$ 1

3 the Vlasov limit is also recovered.

2 The MCTDHF ansatz

As remarked above convenient approximations for a system of N interacting
Fermions should not rely on a mean field hypothesis. N may be large, but
a N & ' mean field limit in the weak coupling scaling does in general not
correspond to the physics. The TDHF method also has the important disad-
vantage that by definition it cannot catch ”correlations”, a crucial concept for
N particle quantum systems (see e.g. [26, 27]). However, by approximating
! by linear combinations of Slater determinants, an approximation hierarchy
called Multiconfiguration time dependent Hartree Fock (MCTDHF) is obtained
that allows for very precise and numerically tractable models of correlated few
body systems (see e.g. [11, 43]). The MCTDHF ansatz involves a finite number
"k(x, t) , 1 % k % K (with K * N) of time dependent orthonormal orbitals.
With # ! %N,K the set of strictly increasing maps from {1, 2, . . . , N} with value
in N and according to the formula (4) the following expression which carries the
name of Multiconfiguration Time Dependent Hartree Fock method is proposed

!(XN , t) =
!

!#!N,K

c!(t)$!(XN , t) with $!(XN , t) =
1#
N !

det "!(j)(xi) (21)

where the conservation of density of particles is enforced by the relation
!

!#!N,K

|c!(t)|2 = 1 . (22)

We define the space FN,K for the r =
%K
N

&
coe&cients C and the K orbitals $ :

FN,K = (C = {c!(t)},$ = {"k(x, t)})
+ S$2(r) $ L2(R3)K , ("k, "l) = 'kl , (23)

Remark 2.1 If we would use time independent orbitals the above ansatz would
lead to a “Galerkin” approximation with fixed basis functions. The use of a
dynamic basis that is perfectly adapted to the problem allows to use relatively
few basis functions for MCTDHF, for the prize of a quite complicated nonlinear
system of equations.
For the case K = N MCTDHF can be shown to indeed coincide with TDHF
described above.
With the expression (3) for the basis elements of LS((R3)N ) one can construct a
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similar system for bosons, the MCTDH, but as it is described below the algebra
for Fermions is simpler and leads to a natural fiber bundle.

Eventually since no semiclassical limit is involved in the sequel, to simplify
the formulas, the Planck constant ! will be taken equal to 1 and the external
operator H given by the formula:

Hx = "1
2
"x + V(x) .

The analysis of the first and second marginals (i.e. the one- and two-particle
density matrix) are essential in the description of the dynamic. They play
already a role in the analysis of the preimage of the multilinear mapping (
defined by (21) from FN,K with value in L"((R3)N ) and with the orthonormality
of the orbitals they are given by the following formula:

Proposition 2.1 For any (C,$) ! FN,K one has:

[!$!]:2(x1, y1, x2, y2) =
!

ipjq

)ipjq"i(x1) "p(x2) "j(y1) "q(y2) , (24)

[!$!]:1(x1, y1) =
!

ij

)ij"i(x1) "j(y1) = $$ '$ (25)

where the coe!cients )ipjq and )ij =
'

p )ipjp are sesquilinear forms in term of
the c! given by the formulas:

)ipjq =
!

{i )=p}#! {j )=q}#% ;!\{i,p}=%\{j,q}

("1)!
i,p("1)%

j,q c! c% ,

)ij =
!

i#!,j#% ;{!\i}={%\j}

("1)!
i ("1)%

j c!c%

with
("1)!

i,p = ("1)!!1(i)+!!1(p)+ i!p
|i!p| ; ("1)!

i = ("1)!!1(i) .

The K , K matrix ' defined by (25 ) is self adjoint non negative and with
eigenvalues )i and one has

0 % )1 % )2 % . . . % )K % 1 , Trace(') = N and therefore inf
k

)k %
N

K
. (26)

The matrix t' represent the action of the operator [!$!]:1 on the orthogonal
of its kernel in the basis defined by the "k and therefore its rank coincides
with the rank of this operator. The invertibility of ' is (or the fact that the
rank of [! $ !]:1 is equal to K) is called the “full rank hypothesis” and the
corresponding open subset of (C,$) ! FN,K is denoted !FN,K :

!FN,K =
(
(C,$) ! FN,K\ Rank([((C,$)$ ((C,$)]:1) = K

)
.
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Given (C1,$1) ! !FN,K , then for any (C2,$2) such that (((C2,$2)) = (((C1,$1))
there exists a unique unitary transform U ! O(CK) such that, with

U*!,% = det (U!(i),%(j)) andU = (U , U) ,

one has
(C2,$2) = U(C1,$1).

The set O = {(U , U)} is a transitive unitary group and the relation

((!FFR
N,K) = !FFR

N,K/O

induces a structure of fiber bundle. In agreement with the physical intuition
and in particular the fact that they are determined in term of di#erent systems
of orbitals the elements of O carry the name of gauge transformations.

3 Two flows on the Full Rank Fiber Bundle

The time evolution of the MCHF ansatz is given by a complicated nonlinear
system of

%K
N

&
ODEs + K PDEs for the coe&cients C and the orbitals $ that

are related to the wavefunction by

!(XN , t) = ((C(t),$(t) =
!

!

c!(t)$!(XN , t) (27)

For !(XN , t) ! !FN,K we use the MCTDHF equations in the formulation of
the following system which has been named “working equations” by Scrinzi et
al. [11].

i
d

dt
c!(t) = -(

!

1!i<j!N

V (|xi " xj |)!) ,$!. , (28)

i
!$(t, x)

!t
= H$(t, x) + '(t)$1(I " P")([(" !]&V !)

with H and P" two diagonal operators given by the formulas:

H =

*
" 1

2
" + V

+
$ IK , P" =

!

1!k!K

(., "k)"k(x, t)$ IK .

Since the mapping ( : (C,$) /& ! is multilinear its gradient is well defined and
[(" !]& is a linear continuous operator from L2

"(R3N ) with value in L2(R3)K .
Eventually one has

[(" !]& V ! =
!

1!p,q!K

)ipjq

$

R3
"p(t, y) V (|x" y|) "q(t, y) dy.

The working equations are well adapted for local in time proof of existence and
stability. To obtain global in time information and use the physical intuition it
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is convenient to associate to these equations an other system which we call the
“variational system”:

i
d

dt
c(!(t) = -H !( | $(!. , (29)

i'(t)
!

!t
$((t, x) = (I " P"#)[[("# !(]& H !(] . (30)

Solutions of the “working equation” and of the “variational system” are related
by a gauge transformation according to the following:

Proposition 3.1 Let (C(t),$(t)) ! !FN,K be a solution of the “working equa-
tion” then the formulas:

U(0) = Id , i
dU

dt
= "U(t)M(t) , with (M(t))ij =

1
2
(H"i(t), "j(t))

and
U(t)*!,% = det (U!(i),%(j)(t)) , U(t) = (U(t), U(t)) (31)

define a gauge transformation

(C(t),$(t)) /& (C ((t),$((t)) = (U(t)C(t), U(t)$(t))

which preserve the fiber (((C ((t),$((t)) = ((C(t),$(t))) and which transform
the solution of the workings equations into the solution of the “variational sys-
tem”

As a consequence as long as one of the two systems of equations has a smooth
solution the same is true for the other. The name given to the second sys-
tems comes from the fact that this system is equivalent to the Dirac Frenkel
variational principle

-[i !

!t
"H]!(|'!(. = 0, (32)

for all variation '!( in the tangent space to !FN,K . From (32) with !t!( = '!(
one deduces the conservation of energy:

-[i !

!t
"H]!|!!

!t
. = 0 0 Re-H!,

!!
!t
. = 0 0 dE(!)

dt
= 0 (33)

with

E(!) =
1
2
-H!,!.

=
$

R3
(('($,($) + V(x)[!$!]:1(x, x))dx

+
$

R3
x'R3

y

V (|x" y|)[!$!]:2(x, y, x, y))dxdy . (34)

With the full rank hypothesis the projection on the tangent space to !FN,K :
PT(!FN,K) is continuous. With (32) this leads to an a-posteriori error estimate
according to the
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Proposition 3.2 For any pair !E(t) exact solution of the N particles Schrodinger
equation and !(t) = ((C(t),$(t)) with (C(t),$(t)) ! !FN,K smooth solution
of the “variational system” (or of the working equations) one has the following
stability estimate:

1!E "!1L2(#N ) % 1!0
E "!01L2(#N ) + |

$ t

0
(I " PT('FN,K) [H !(s)] ds|. (35)

Remark 3.1 The proof left to the reader is a direct consequence of (32); It is
a a-posteriori error estimate. Intuitively the term

(I " PT('FN,K
)

should go to zero in operator norm (for N fixed and K &' ) however a precise
estimate does not seems easy to obtain.

4 Analysis of the Cauchy problem

This section is devoted to the analysis of the Cauchy Problem for the MCTDHF;
The main sources of di&culties are the fact the matrix '(t) may degenerate and
that the physical potentials are singular. In the sequel these potentials are
assumed to be given by the formula

V =
M!

m=1

zm

|x"Rm|
, V (|x" y|) =

1
|x" y| , (36)

and one has:

H =
!

1!i!N

"1
2
"xi + V (xi) +

!

1!i<j!N

V (|xi " xj |) . (37)

With (36) and (37) H is an unbounded selfadjoint operator in L2(R3N ) with
spectra bounded from below by a constant #(H) . The working equation is writ-
ten in “Duhamel” form according to the formula:

U(t) = e$itAU0 " i

$ t

0
e$i(t$s)AL(U)(s)ds (38)

with
U(t) =

,
C

$(t)

-
,A =

,
0

H $ IK

-
, (39)

and

L(U)(t) =

.

/
-(

'
1!i<j!NV (|xi " xj |)!(t)) , [$!](t). .

'(t)$1(I " P")([(" !]&V (t)

0

1 (40)
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On the set

!F1
N,K = {(C,$) ! !FN,K with $ ! (H1(R3))K} ,

equipped with the topology of S$2(r)$(H1(R3)K) , the operator L is locally Lip-
schitz (the H1 regularity compensates the singularity of the potential). Hence
the Cauchy problem written in term of strong solution (formula (38)) has for
any U0 = (C0,$0) ! !F1

N,K a unique local in time solution. Since the work-
ing equations are equivalent to the variational system, the energy is conserved.
Hence the H1 norm of the orbitals remains bounded as long as the density
matrix '(t) does not degenerates. This give the following

Proposition 4.1 For any initial data (C0,$0) ! !F1
N,K the working equa-

tions have a unique strong solution (C(t),$(t)) ! C(0, T *,S$2(r) $ (H1(R3)K))
on a maximal interval [0, T *[ . Furthermore

T * < '0 lim
t%T$

||'(t)$1|| = ' . (41)

Remark 4.1 For K = N the density matrix '(t) is IN , so it can never degen-
erate, and therefore with the hypothesis of the proposition 3.1 one has a global
in time solution. Moreover

([(" !]&V $)i =
!

1!j!N

$

R3
V (x" y)|"j(t, y)|2dy"i(t, x)

"
!

1!j!N

$

#
V (x" y)"i(t, y)"j(t, y)"j(t, x)dy (42)

and the working equations for the orbitals are:

i
!$(t, x)

!t
= H$(t, x) + (I " P")K"$ (43)

with

K"(w) =
$

R3
V (|x" y|)

!

1!j!N

|"i(y)|2dyw(x)

"
$

R3
V (x" y)(

!

1!j!N

"j(y)"j(x))w(y)dy . (44)

Observe that K" is self adjoint , introduce the self adjoint matrix

M(t) = ((M(t))ij = (K"("i(t)), "j(t))) .

and rewrite (43) to obtain:

i
!$(t, x)

!t
= H$(t, x) + K"$"M(t)$ .
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Then the equation:

U(0) = Id , i
dU

dt
= "U(t)M(t) , with

defines a unitary matrix and a gauge transformation which changes the equation
(43) into the classical Hartree Fock equation presented in the section 1. Thus
one recover in this case the well posedness global in time H1 result of Chadam
Glassey (1975)) [13].

The conservation of the invertibility of the matrix '(t) being an essential
issue in the MCTDHF it is natural to give su&cient condition for such property.
For any K * N one introduces the “K"ground state energy”:

I(K) = inf
(C,")#FN,K

(H((C,$)), ((C,$)) . (45)

Obviously one has:

#(H) = inf
|$|=1

(H!,!) % I(K) and K ( * K 0 I(K () % I(K) . (46)

Theorem 4.1 For any (C0,$0) ! !F1
N,K the relation

E(((C0,$0)) = (H((C0,$0), ((C0,$0)) < I(K " 1) (47)

implies the global in time invertibility of the matrix ' hence the global in time
existence of a strong solution.

Remark 4.2 The hypothesis
'

zm * N in (36) implies (cf. [23] and [29] ) the
relation I(K) < I(K " 2) ). Therefore (47) can be always satisfied by changing
K into K " 1.

The proof is done by contradiction assuming the existence of a first finite time
T * where the matrix '(t) degenerates. This implies, for its eigenvalues, arranged
in decreasing order

0 % )K % )K$1 % . . . % )1 % 1 ,

the existence of a sequence tn converging to T & with a positive number * and
an integer N + 1 % m % K such that

lim
n%+&

)m(tn) = 0 and 0 < * % )m$1(tn) . (48)

Introduce the gauge transformation Un = (Un, Un) with Un which diagonalizes
'(tn) : With (C (n,$(n) = Un(C(tn),$(tn) one has:

!(tn) =
!

!

c!(tn)$(tn) =
!

!

c(!(tn)$(n (49)

12



The primed variable are used in the sequel (and the primes are omitted), wave
and energy are expressed in these new variables according to the formulas

!n = !$n + !+
n ,

!$n =
!

!+{m,m+1,...,K})=,

cn
!$n

! ,

!+
n =

!

!+{m,m+1,...,K}=,

c!$n
! .

E(((Cn,$n)) =
!

1!i!K

$

R3
)n

i (
1
2
|("n

i |2 + V|"n
i |2)dx +

!

ijkl

)ijkl

$

R3'R3

1
|x" y|"i(x)"k(y)"j(y)"l(x)dxdy . (50)

Since the matrix 'n now is diagonal one has:

)i =
!

i#!

|c!|2 (51)

and therefore the hypothesis (48) implies the relations:

# 2 {m, m + 1, . . . ,K} 3= 4 0 lim c! = 0 , (52)
and {i, j, k, l} 2{m, . . . ,K} 3= 4 0 lim )ijkl = 0 . (53)

This has the following consequences:
1 $$n converges strongly to zero in L2(R3N ) .
2 With the relation (50) and the standard “Kato inequalities” the functions#

)n("k(n) are uniformly bounded in L2(R3N ) and therefore (cf [2] and [3] for
details)

E(!0) = E(!n) * lim inf
n%&

E(!+
n ) . (54)

Next observes that

lim
n%&

||!+
n ||L2(R3N ) =

!

!+{m,m+1,...,K}=,

|c!|2 = 1 (55)

and that
!+

n

||!+
n ||L2(R3N )

! !FN,m$1 .

Eventually, the energy being quadratic with respect to ! , one has:

E(!+
n ) = ||!+

n ||2L2(R3N )E(
!+

n

||!+
n ||L2(R3N )

) * ||!+
n ||2L2(R3N )I(m" 1) . (56)

With the relation (55) the contradiction comes (with m"1 < K and I(m"1) *
I(K)) from the estimates:

I(K) > E(!0) = E(!n) * lim inf
n%&

E(!+
n ) = I(m" 1) . (57)
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5 Stabilisation of ! and Strichartz estimates

Even if as above the density matrix ' does not degenerate its eigenvalues may
come close to 0 . Observe, in particular, that with the relation Trace('(t)) = N
the smallest eigenvalue is less that NK$1 and that for K large the system
becomes “sti#”. Therefore it is natural to regularise the matrix '(t) (cf. [8]).

The working equations become:

i
d

dt
c!(t) = -(

!

1!i<j!N

V (xi " xj)!) ,$!. , (58)

'ij(t) = )ij =
!

i#!,j#% ;{!\i}={%\j}

("1)!
i ("1)%

j c!(t)c% (t) , (59)

'((t) = '(t) + +(e$
!
" ) , 10$8 % + % 10$4 , (60)

i'((t)
!$(t, x)

!t
= '((t)H$(t, x) + (I " P")([(" !]&V !) .

(61)

In (60) '( is given by a formula which acts only on the “small” eigenvalues”: on
Ker(' )the regularisation is of the order of + ; on Ker(')- it behaves like O(+&) .
In this regularisation the global invertibility of the matrix '( is enforced but
since the exact matrix ' comes from the Dirac Frenkel variational principle
the above system does not conserves anymore the energy and the H1 lipschitz
property of the non linear term useful for Coulomb like potentials V , V provides
only local in time results. The only global in time conserved quantity is related
to the density of particles

!

!

|c!(t)|2 = 1 ,

$

R3
|"k(x, t)|2dx = 1

and is of L2 types. Therefore use of Strichartz estimates turns out to be the
natural tool. As in the previous section (and with the same notations) one
writes the perturbed working equation in “Duhamel ” form

c!(t) = c!(0) +
$ t

0
-(

!

1!i<j!N

V (xi " xj)!) ,$!.(s)ds ,

$(t) = e$it 1
2%$(0) +

$ t

0
e$i(t$s) 1

2%(V$(s) ,

+('((t))$1(I " P")([(" !]&V !)(s)ds, .

The potentials V and V (|x|) belong to L
3
2 + L& . Therefore, following Zagatti

[42] and Castella [12], one introduces, with q = 2d
d$1 < 6 and 2

3p = (1
2 "

1
q ) , the

spaces

XT = (L&(0, T ;S$2(r))$ ((L&(0, T ;L2(R3)) 2 (Lp(0, T ;Lq(R3)))K . (62)
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With Strichartz estimate and interpolation one has

||e$it 1
2%$(0)||Lp(0,T ;Lq(R3)))K % C(q)T

3
q$

1
2

and therefore, for R > 0 and T < T * small enough, the non linear operator
U = (C,$) /& L(U) which appears in the “Duhamel” integral term

L(U)(t) =

.

/

" t
0 -(

'
1!i<j!NV (|xi " xj |)!(s)) , [$!](t).ds

" t
0 e$i(t$s) 1

2%(V$(s) + ('((t))$1(I " P")([(" !]&V !)(s)ds)

0

1

maps the ball of radius R of

XT = (L&(0, T ;S$2(r))$ ((L&(0, T ;L2(R3)) 2 (Lp(0, T ;Lq(R3)))

in itself and is lipschitzian with a lipschitz constant bounded by

C('(, ||V||Ld , ||V ||Ld)R5T
3
q$

1
2 . (63)

In (63) the constant depends only on the L2 norm of the solution (which by
conservation is bounded by 1). Then existence and uniqueness of a strong
solution in X& with no assumption on the H1 norm follows by iteration from
[0, T *[ to [T *, 2T *[ and so on ... This is summarised in the

Proposition 5.1 For any initial data (C0,$0) ! !FN,K the + > 0 regularised
working equation admits a unique strong solution

(C(t),$(t)) ! (L&(0,';S$2(r))$ ((L&(0,';L2(R3)) 2 (Lp
loc(0,';Lq(R3))) .

Eventually one should hope that if the original solution is well defined (with
density matrix '(t) non degenerate) on a time interval 0 % t < T * it will be on
the same interval the limit for + & 0 of the solution of the perturbed working
equations. This is the object of the

Theorem 5.1 Let (C0,$0) ! !F1
N,K and consider the solution of the perturbed

working equations (58),(59)

U((t) = (C((t),$((t))
! (L&(0,';S$2(r))$ ((L&(0,';L2(R3)) 2 (Lp

loc(0,';Lq(R3))) .(64)

Assume that U(t) = (C(t),$(t)) the solution (with the same initial data) of the
original “working equations” is well defined on 0, T * ie

sup
0<t<T$

||('(t))$1|| % C < ' .

Then for + > 0 small enough

U((t) = (C((t),$((t) ! C(0, T (;S$2(r))$H1(R3)K) (65)

and converge to U(t) in the same norm denoted ||.||1 .
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The proof (cf [3]) is inspired by standard demonstrations of shadowing
lemma. Once again the problems are written for + * 0 in “Duhamel” form:

U((t) = e$itAU0 " i

$ t

0
e$i(t$s)AL((U()(s)ds . (66)

The operators L( being locally Lipschitzian on S$2(r)) $H1(R3)K , for t small
enough one has also U((t) ! S$2(r))$H1(R3)K (The perturbed Cauchy problem
is solved locally in time). For , > 0 introduce the maximal time 0 < T( % T *

such that
5t ! [0, T(] , ||U((t)" U(t)||1 % , (67)

Since the operator L( is locally lipschitzian for , < ,0 small enough (independent
of + ) and 0 % t % T( % T * there exists a constant such that

||U((t)" U(t)||1 % ,

0 ||L((U((t))" L(U(t))||1 % C(,, U(t))(||U((t)" U(t)||1 + +) . (68)

With (66) and the Gronwall estimate, this in turn implies that in the same
interval one has

||U((t)" U(t)||1 % +C(,, U(t))eC(),U(t))t . (69)

With
+ <

1
C(,, U(t))

e$C(),U(t))T$

this implies by a contradiction argument that T( = T * Eventually (69) remains
valid for t < T * and the convergence follows.
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